SYNOPSIS

For the reasons explained below, in this Order the Public Service Commission (PSC) grants E Fiber Moab, LLC and E Fiber San Juan, LLC’s Petition for Review, Rehearing, or Reconsideration (“Petition”) of the PSC’s Order issued December 16, 2020 (“December 2020 Order”), and vacates its December 2020 Order. The PSC grants a certificate of public convenience and necessity (“CPCN”) to E Fiber Moab, LLC and to E Fiber San Juan, LLC. The PSC concludes that as rate-of-return regulated carriers of last resort, neither would be prohibited from seeking disbursements from the Utah Universal Service Fund (UUSF) in the future, solely because of an overlapping exchange area with Frontier. Both applicants are eligible to seek UUSF support pursuant to Utah Admin. Code R746-8-401, subject to any future rule amendments.

BACKGROUND

E Fiber Moab, LLC and E Fiber San Juan, LLC, collectively, “E-Fiber”, filed two separate applications with the PSC on April 20, 2020 for CPCNs under Utah Code Ann. § 54-8b-2.1, for authority to operate as providers of facilities-based local exchange telecommunications service in the Moab and Thompson exchanges in Grand and San Juan Counties in Docket No. 20-2618-01, and in the La Sal, Monticello, Blanding,1 Bluff, and Mexican Hat exchanges in San Juan County in Docket No. 20-2619-01, respectively. The applications request (1) designation as a carrier of last resort, as defined in Utah Code Ann. § 54-8b-15(1)(b)(ii); and (2) an order that

---

1 E-Fiber seeks authority to provide service in the Blanding Exchange excluding the White Mesa community where E-Fiber does not have permission from the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe Reservation.
E-Fiber will be eligible to receive disbursements from the UUSF. We refer to the applications, together as the “E-Fiber Application.” On June 3, 2020, the PSC issued a Scheduling Order, Notice of Hearing, and Notice of Consolidation which, in part, consolidated Docket No. 20-2619-01 into Docket No. 20-2618-01.

Citizens Telecommunications Company of Utah d/b/a Frontier Communications ("Frontier"), the Division of Public Utilities (DPU), the Office of Consumer Services (OCS), and the Utah Rural Telecom Association (URTA) participated in the docket, and filed motions or responded to them, or both, and submitted pre-filed testimony. The PSC held a hearing on Frontier’s motion for partial summary judgment October 13, 2020, and an evidentiary hearing November 12, 2020.

On December 16, 2020, the PSC issued its December 2020 Order making findings of fact and conclusions of law regarding several issues. First, the PSC determined that E-Fiber’s voice service meets the definition of voice over internet protocol ("VoIP") service under Utah Code Ann. § 54-19-102(2). The PSC determined that E-Fiber’s voice service (a) enables real time, two-way communication originating from or terminating at the user’s location in Internet protocol or successor protocol; (b) uses a broadband connection from the user’s location; and (c) permits a user to receive a telephone call that originates on the public switched telephone network and to terminate a call to the public switched telephone network. Pursuant to Utah Code

---

2 VoIP service is any service that:
(a) enables real time, two-way voice communication originating from or terminating at the user’s location in Internet protocol or successor protocol;
(b) uses a broadband connection from the user’s location; and
(c) permits a user to receive a telephone call that originates on the public switched telephone network and to terminate a call to the public switched telephone network. ("VoIP service definition").
Ann. § 54-19-103, which states that a “state agency and political subdivision of the state may not, directly or indirectly, regulate Internet protocol-enabled service or voice over Internet protocol service” (“VoIP and IP-enabled services statute”), the PSC concluded that E-Fiber’s voice service is not a service that it can regulate under the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute.

Second, the PSC determined that neither the UUSF statute, Utah Code Ann. § 54-8b-15, nor the National Exchange Carrier’s Association (NECA) Guidelines changed the PSC’s findings and conclusions regarding E-Fiber’s voice service. Third, the PSC concluded that E-Fiber’s voice service is an Internet protocol-enabled service (“IP-enabled service”) that also cannot be regulated under the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute.

On January 15, 2021, E-Fiber filed a Petition for reconsideration of the PSC’s December 16, 2020 Order (“Petition”) and URTA filed a Joinder in the Petition. On January 29, 2021, Frontier filed a Response to the Petition (the “Frontier Response”), and the OCS filed its Response supporting the Petition (the “OCS Response”) on February 1, 2021. The Petition states that the PSC’s determination that it is prohibited from regulating E-Fiber’s proposed voice service under the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute is erroneous because (1) E-Fiber proposes to offer various public telecommunications services for which a CPCN should be granted; and

---

3 The UUSF statute established an expendable special revenue fund that provides a mechanism for a qualifying COLR to obtain specific, predictable, and sufficient funds to deploy and manage, for the purpose of providing service to end-users, networks capable of providing access lines, connections, or wholesale broadband Internet access service. *Id.*

4 IP-enabled service is defined as “any service, functionality, or application that uses Internet protocol or a successor protocol that enables an end-user to send or receive voice, data, or video communications. Utah Code Ann. § 54-19-102(1) ("IP-enabled service definition").

5 Because it raised new issues beyond the Petition, it would have been more appropriate for the OCS to file the OCS Response as a petition for reconsideration to give Frontier an opportunity to respond. This procedural issue was addressed by giving parties an additional opportunity for comments.
(2) the legislative history and status of regulated telecommunications at the time of enactment and since suggest rate of return regulated carriers should not be affected by the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute. E-Fiber argues that the determination that E-Fiber’s voice service originates and terminates at the user’s location in Internet protocol or a successor is erroneous. E-Fiber also argues that the determination that E-Fiber’s voice only service uses a broadband connection at the user’s location is legal error. E-Fiber next argues the PSC misconstrued the VoIP service and the IP-enabled service definitions when it determined that E-Fiber’s voice only service is IP-enabled service. E-Fiber argues that the PSC failed to properly consider the provisions of Utah Code Ann. § 54-19-103(2)(c).6 Finally, E-Fiber argues the PSC erred when it applied a different legal standard to the E-Fiber Application than that applied to other recent applicants. On February 10, 2021, after reviewing the Petition, the Frontier Response, and the OCS Response, the PSC issued a Notice indicating its intent to modify its December 2020 Order.

DISCUSSIONS, FINDINGS, AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

**Legal Standard.**

A request for reconsideration with the PSC must identify action that is based on a determination of fact, made or implied by the PSC that is not supported by substantial evidence when viewed in light of the whole record, or an erroneous interpretation or application of the law.7 The PSC reviews the Petition against this standard.

---

6 This part of the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute states that the regulatory prohibition in Subsection 1 does not affect or modify the application of the competitive entry statute in Section 54-8b-2.1. Utah Code Ann. § 54-19-103(2)(c)(v).

7 See Utah Code Ann. §§ 63G-4-403(4)(d) and -403(4)(g).
Background.

The E-Fiber Application presents novel issues. E-Fiber seeks to become a carrier of last resort (COLR) in part of another COLR’s (Frontier) service territory. Frontier holds a monopoly to serve as the COLR in its service territory in exchange for assuming an obligation to serve any customer that requests service in its certificated service territory. E-Fiber would become a second COLR in Frontier’s service territory and would likewise assume the same obligation to serve. E-Fiber’s request is unique. Until the E-Fiber Application, we had only considered CPCN requests in a COLR’s service territory from competitors desiring to compete as competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs), without the concomitant obligation to serve.

E-Fiber reveals the reasoning behind its request as follows: “[i]n connection with Applicant’s application for CPCN, Applicant will be seeking … disbursements from the [ ] UUSF as a carrier of last resort … [ ] … The Applicant’s proforma five-year plan [ ] demonstrates that the Applicant’s build-out plan for facilities within the local exchanges, and upon completion of these facilities, will entitle Applicant to disbursements from the UUSF.”

This would be the first time that a COLR would use UUSF disbursements to finance a network from the ground up. Historically, COLRs have requested UUSF disbursements to upgrade their existing telephone networks to ones that are capable of providing broadband internet services, as well as improved telecommunications service and reliability. Granting the requested CPCNs

---

8 The E-Fiber companies that make up “E-Fiber” are wholly-owned affiliates of Emery Telcom HC, Inc. which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Emery Telephone, an incumbent local exchange carrier. There have been other incumbent local exchange carriers that have formed wholly-owned affiliates to separate their VoIP and broadband services from their traditional telecommunications services. However, unlike E-Fiber, they do so to avoid state regulation, not to seek it.
9 E-Fiber Application, at ¶ 11 (emphasis omitted).
would also be the first time that two COLRs serve the same or overlapping certificated service territory in the state of Utah.

In addition to the difficult issues we reference above, this docket also implicates cooperative federalism. Not all VoIP services or IP-enabled services are preempted by federal law. Some of these services can be regulated by the states. However, the FCC has yet to issue a decision implementing a bright line between VoIP services or IP-enabled services that are preempted and those that are not.

1. E-Fiber’s voice service does not meet the definition of VoIP service under Utah Code Ann. § 54-19-102(2); therefore, its regulation is not prohibited.

To be considered VoIP service, a service must: (a) enable real-time, two-way voice communication originating from or terminating at the user’s location in Internet protocol or a successor protocol; (b) use a broadband connection from the user’s location; and (c) permit a user to receive a telephone call that originates on the public switched telephone network and to terminate a call to the public switched telephone network. In our December 2020 Order, we found that E-Fiber’s service met all three parts of the VoIP service definition. For purposes of our review here, we focus on the first part of the VoIP service definition; specifically, that E-Fiber’s voice service originates from or terminates at the user’s location in Internet protocol or successor protocol.

---

10 The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) may preempt state regulation of “information services.” Vonage III, 483 F.3d 570, 575 (8th Cir. 2007) (noting that while Congress has deemed that an “information service” “should be free from almost all federal and state regulation,” with respect to a “telecommunications service,” the intrastate aspects of this service would be “regulated at the state level and the interstate aspects regulated at the federal level”).
11 Supra, n.2.
When we found that E-Fiber’s service originates from or terminates at the user’s location in Internet protocol or successor protocol, we based our decision on the diagram depicting E-Fiber’s network, beginning with E-Fiber’s optical network terminal (ONT) which is installed at the customer’s home, and “is marked as the ‘demarcation point.’”\(^\text{12}\) We found that for an outgoing call, the user picks up the phone and makes the call using the “[e]xisting [h]ouse [w]ire, RJ-11 (Analog)” which connects to the ONT with an “RJ-11” port. Nov. 12, 2020 Hr’g. Tr., at 31:1-6. We explained that the existing house wire is on the user’s side of the demarcation point and is the user’s wiring and responsibility. We noted the ONT converts the analog signal to Internet protocol to initiate its transmission through E-Fiber’s network to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) for delivery to the intended recipient.

In its Petition, E-Fiber explains that contrary to the PSC’s finding, the demarcation point is not at the ONT generally; rather, it is at the RJ-11 port on the ONT. URTA witness Douglas Meredith so testified, stating:

[The] voice service begins with an analog phone at the customer location with a standard RJ-11 jack plugged into the existing wire. The phone signal is routed to the E-Fiber ONT. The \textit{RJ-11 port on the ONT is the network demarcation point} (this is similar to the network demarcation point in a traditional Network Interface Device (“NID”). The demarcation point signifies the point where the Applicants’ network ends and the customer [customer premises equipment (CPE)] begins.\(^\text{13}\)

Emphasis added.

\(^{12}\) \textit{See} Frontier Exhibit 5 to Citizen’s Telecommunications Company of Utah d/b/a Frontier Communications’ Reply in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (“Frontier Reply”) and Figure 1 in Direct Testimony of D. Meredith, at line 135.

\(^{13}\) Direct Testimony of D. Meredith, at lines 137-144.
While we do not find that voice service begins with an analog phone,\textsuperscript{14} we find that the RJ-11 port is the demarcation point. Mr. Meredith’s testimony supplements and clarifies the diagram, and it articulates the precise location of the point of demarcation for E-Fiber’s voice-only service.\textsuperscript{15} The analysis regarding whether E-Fiber’s voice only service meets part (a) of the VoIP service definition requires a finding of the precise point of demarcation on the ONT.\textsuperscript{16} For an incoming call from the PSTN to the customer, if the ONT converts a transmitted Internet protocol signal to analog before reaching the RJ-11 port, i.e., the point of demarcation, then E-Fiber is providing analog voice service to the customer by the time it reaches the customer’s side of the demarcation point. We find that to be the case here. The Internet protocol signal is not converted to analog at the RJ-11 port. It is converted to analog before it reaches the RJ-11 port, on E-Fiber’s side of the demarcation point. When asked “… whether the proposed E Fiber network: [ ] [w]ould enable real time, two-way voice communication originating from or terminating at the user’s location in Internet protocol or a successor protocol[,]” E-Fiber responded in the negative, stating “[t]he real time, two-way voice communication for E Fiber’s

\textsuperscript{14} Absent applicable state laws, the PSC relies on the FCC for guidance, and the FCC recognizes that VoIP service can be provided over an analog phone; see https://www.fcc.gov/general/voice-over-internet-protocol-voip. Taking the position that all VoIP service provided over an analog phone is safe from federal preemption is too broad; therefore, we do not adopt Mr. Meredith’s contention. Instead, we base our analysis on the more specific premise that voice service begins at the point where service from a different provider would be delivered should the customer desire to switch voice service providers – at the point of demarcation. We believe this approach is more in line with the definition of demarcation point in Webster’s New World Telecom Dictionary, by Ray Horak, which defines “[D]emarc (demarcation point)” as follows: The point of demarcation between the public carrier network and the customer premises. At the demarc there typically is a physical interface between the local loop, on the network side, and the subscriber’s inside wire and cable system and customer premises equipment (CPE). The demarc, whether physical or logical in nature, constitutes a boundary of responsibility, with the carrier being solely responsible for the network side and the customer being primarily, if not solely, responsible for the subscriber side.

\textsuperscript{15} The diagram is vague because it points to the ONT as the demarcation point and while it references the RJ-11 port, it also illustrates the RJ-45 port on the opposite side of the ONT.

\textsuperscript{16} The remainder of our discussion in the order focuses on E-Fiber’s voice-only service.
customers originates or terminates at their location in analog form, not in Internet protocol.”

E-Fiber explained that “[v]oice traffic is provided through E Fiber’s optical network terminal (ONT) using the registered jack-11 (RJ-11) ports and these ports cannot accept Internet Protocol traffic.” Brock Johansen also testified that “the protocol conversion of the voice traffic to IP occurs in the Applicants’ network at the INID/ONT.” His testimony is supported by Frontier witness John Hansen’s testimony, stating: “[f]or voice applications, the ONT functions to sample the analog voice conversation from the customer’s phone set and convert it to digital.” We do not find evidence to the contrary in the record.

Our prior finding that the point of demarcation is at the ONT was not sufficiently specific to determine whether E-Fiber’s service is VoIP service as defined in the VoIP service definition. Given the uncontroverted testimony we reference above, we find that the point of demarcation is the RJ-11 port on the ONT. We also find that, for an incoming call, the signal conversion occurs before it reaches the RJ-11 port, on E-Fiber’s network. This means that E-Fiber is delivering analog voice service to the customer before the signal reaches the “user’s location”, i.e., the RJ-11 port on the customer’s side of the demarcation point. For an outgoing call, after the analog signal reaches the RJ-11 port it continues in analog form until it reaches the part of the ONT that converts it to digital and then to Internet protocol. Therefore, we conclude that E-Fiber’s service does not meet the definition of VoIP service because it neither originates from nor terminates at

---

17 See Responses of E Fiber Moab, LLC and E Fiber San Juan, LLC to Frontier Communications’ Second Set of Data Requests, attached as Exhibit 3 to the Frontier Reply.
18 Id.
19 Rebuttal Testimony of B. Johansen, at lines 484-488.
20 Direct Testimony of J. Hansen, at lines 104-105.
the user’s location in Internet protocol. Since E-Fiber’s voice service must meet all three parts of
the VoIP service definition to be considered VoIP and fails to meet the first part, it is not
necessary to determine whether E-Fiber’s voice service meets parts (b) or (c).

2. **E-Fiber’s voice service does not meet the definition of Interconnected VoIP under 47
C.F.R. § 9.3; therefore, it is not preempted by federal law.**

Next, we determine if E-Fiber’s voice service is preempted by federal law. The FCC
defines interconnected VoIP as service that: “(1) Enables real-time, two-way voice
communications; (2) Requires a broadband connection from the user’s location; (3) Requires
internet protocol-compatible customer premises equipment (CPE); and (4) Permits users
generally to receive calls that originate on the public switched telephone network and to
terminate calls to the public switched telephone network.” (“Interconnected VoIP”) 47 C.F.R. §
9.3. If E-Fiber’s voice service is Interconnected VoIP, it is preempted by federal law, unless it is
considered a “telecommunications” service.

There is no dispute that E-Fiber’s voice service “enables real-time, two-way
communications.” We determine, next, whether E-Fiber’s voice service “requires a broadband
connection from the user’s location.” Our conclusion that E-Fiber’s voice service does not meet
the “VoIP service” definition is based on our finding that the demarcation point between the
customer and E-Fiber’s service is the RJ-11 port on the ONT, and for an incoming call, E-Fiber’s
voice service is delivered to the customer in analog form, not in Internet protocol, *before* it
reaches the demarcation point. The PSC has concluded the demarcation point is the “user’s
location” as the terms are used in the VoIP service definition in its analysis.21 Consistent with
that conclusion, the PSC analyzes whether there is a “broadband connection” at the user’s
location, i.e., the demarcation point. The record demonstrates that there is not. As E-Fiber
explains, “[v]oice traffic is provided through E Fiber’s optical network terminal (ONT) using the
registered jack-11 (RJ-11) ports and these ports cannot accept Internet Protocol traffic.”22 Brock
Johansen also testifies that “the protocol conversion of the voice traffic to IP occurs in the
Applicants’ network at the INID/ONT.”23 Accordingly, the same facts that support our
conclusion that E-Fiber’s voice service is not VoIP service, also support our conclusion that E-
Fiber’s voice service is not Interconnected VoIP because there is no broadband connection at the
user’s location. E-Fiber’s voice service must satisfy all parts of the Interconnected VoIP service
definition to be considered Interconnected VoIP, and it fails to meet the second part. Therefore,
we conclude that our regulation of E-Fiber’s proposed voice service is not preempted by federal
law.

3. **E-Fiber’s voice service is not IP-enabled service.**

IP-enabled service means any service, functionality, or application that uses Internet
protocol or a successor protocol that enables an end-user to send or receive voice, data, or video
communications. Utah Code Ann. § 54-19-102(1). In our December 2020 Order, we concluded

---

21 We recognize Frontier’s interpretation that the “user’s location” as that term is used in the VoIP service definition
or in the Interconnected VoIP service definition, is anywhere within the customer’s home (see Frontier Reply at 10).
We conclude this interpretation is not sufficiently specific for this inquiry. We conclude that “user’s location” for
purposes of determining whether voice service is preempted Interconnected VoIP service requires a more specific
point of location. We view our conclusion that it is the point of demarcation as consistent with our view that
telecommunications service generally starts at the point of demarcation.

22 *Id.* at Exhibit 3.

23 Rebuttal Testimony of B. Johansen, at lines 484-488.
that E-Fiber’s service was an IP-enabled service that cannot be regulated based, in part, on our finding that E-Fiber’s voice service met the definition of VoIP service, and on our interpretation that the IP-enabled service definition is broader than the VoIP service definition. Specifically, we determined that the “voice” as the term is used in the IP-enabled service definition is the same as that used in the VoIP service definition. We concluded, as a result, that the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute prohibited the regulation of E-Fiber’s voice service.

Since we vacated our prior conclusions in this order, we evaluate if E-Fiber’s voice service satisfies the IP-enabled service definition independently from the VoIP services analysis. Specifically, we determine if the “voice” services referenced in the IP-enabled service definition include E-Fiber’s voice service.

a. The legislative intent of the IP-enabled service definition and the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute, and the adoption of IP technology by the telecommunications industry in the provision of telecommunications services support our conclusion that E-Fiber’s voice service is not IP-enabled service that is prohibited from regulation.

To discern legislative intent, “‘we look first to the statute’s plain language.’

We read the plain language of the [IP-enabled services definition] as a whole[] and interpret its provisions in harmony with other statutes in the same chapter and related chapters. ‘When the plain meaning of the statute can be discerned from its language, no other interpretive tools are needed.’”

However, we “‘should not follow the literal language of a statute if its plain meaning

---

works an absurd result.’\(^{27}\) ‘[I]f the language is ambiguous, [w]e may look beyond the statute to legislative history … to ascertain [a] statute’s intent.’\(^{28}\)

We conclude that if we interpreted the IP-enabled service definition and the VoIP and IP-enabled services statutes as broadly as Frontier argues, that interpretation could subsume any public telecommunications service that is delivered using a network that uses Internet protocol, including services that we currently regulate. Accordingly, we must also look to the legislative intent of the statutes, as well as consider the evolution of the use of IP technology by the telecommunications industry.

Since long before the commercialization of the Internet, federal law has drawn a distinction between the more heavily regulated telecommunications services and the more lightly regulated enhanced or information services.\(^{29}\) Distinguishing between the two has been difficult because telecommunications carriers have been adopting IP technologies in their networks for many years to more efficiently and cost effectively deliver their telecommunications services.\(^{30}\) This is the environment in which the Utah legislature passed the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute prohibiting their regulation by the PSC. The legislature was following the federal government’s practice and declaration that the Internet remain deregulated.\(^{31}\) Utah’s legislature

\(^{27}\) Id. (quoting, Savage v. Utah Youth Vill., 2004 UT 102, P 18, 104 P.3d 1242).
\(^{28}\) Id. (quoting, Martinez, 2007 UT 42, P 47, 164 P.3d 384).
\(^{29}\) See Computer I, or Computer Inquiries, which together created the difference between “basic” and “enhanced” services, Regulatory and Policy Problems Presented by the Interdependence of Computer and Communication Services and Facilities, Notice of Inquiry, 7 FCC 2d 11 (1966). See also, 47 U.S.C. § 153(24), (53).
\(^{31}\) The VoIP service and IP-enabled service definitions, as well as the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute were enacted as part of Senate Bill 229 from the General Session. During committee and floor debates before the Senate Revenue and Tax Committee, Senator Bramble, the sponsor of the bill, testified that the intent of the bill was to “codify the existing practice or the existing treatment of VoIP.” He stated that VoIP is currently viewed as part of
was not the only state legislature that was enacting laws related to the deregulation of the Internet via VoIP and IP-enabled services at the time. It is reasonable, therefore, to evaluate as persuasive similar precedent from the FCC to further clarify the intent behind federal preemption. To date, the FCC still grapples with issuing clear guidance on the types of VoIP services and IP-enabled services that are preempted and those that are not. Preemption of VoIP and IP-enabled services has developed in a prescriptive manner. Some VoIP services and IP-enabled services are not preempted. Specifically, the FCC only preempts VoIP services and IP-enabled services that it considers to be “information” services. Those that are considered “telecommunications” services are left to the states to regulate.

The Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the “1996 Act”) defines an information service as “the offering of a capability for generating, acquiring, storing, transforming, processing, retrieving, utilizing, or making available information via telecommunications, … but does not

the Internet, and that the Internet is not subject to PSC jurisdiction. See https://le.utah.gov/av/committeeArchive.jsp?timelineID=51788 (at SB 229 marker, 3:55 mark), or https://le.utah.gov/~2012/bills/static/SB0229.html (“Hearings/Debate” tab includes list of links to videos of the bill when it was debated).


See Charter Advanced Services (MN), LLC v. Lange, 903 F.3d 715, 720 FN3 (8th Cir. 2018) (“while the FCC would be able to announce a classification decision regarding VoIP, it has so far declined to do so.”). The FCC could have exercised its primary jurisdiction in the Charter case and instead filed an amicus brief arguing that the court should not construe the FCC’s orders to reach a definitive resolution of the matter for all VoIP service while simultaneously not providing meaningful guidance on the issue itself. Id. at FN4.

include any use of any such capability for the management, control, or operation of a telecommunications system or the management of a telecommunications service.”35 A “telecommunications service” is defined as “the offering of telecommunications for a fee directly to the public, or to such classes of users as to be effectively available directly to the public, regardless of the facilities used.”  Id. § 153(53). An information service is subject solely to the FCC’s jurisdiction, while a telecommunications service is subject to state regulation.36

We will not reference all of the relevant body of law that has developed over the years, except to note that the line between the VoIP services and IP-enabled services that are regulated and those that are not, has evolved.37 We limit our review to the two principal cases that were cited by the parties to support their positions. E-Fiber, DPU, the OCS, and URTA argue that E-Fiber’s service is more like the AT&T case where the FCC concluded that the carrier’s service was a telecommunications service and was therefore not preempted by federal law. Frontier argues that E-Fiber’s service is more like the Charter Advanced case where the 8th Circuit concluded that Charter’s service was an information service and therefore preempted by federal law. We recognize that the cases deal with federal preemption of VoIP services, and that here we analyze if E-Fiber’s voice service satisfies the IP-enabled services definition in state law, not the VoIP services definition.38 Nonetheless, we believe it is instructive to review the following cases because the FCC preempts IP-enabled services, described as “services and applications [that

37 Supra, n. 34.
38 We established that the record showed it did not.
rely] on the Internet Protocol family”\textsuperscript{39}, and both the \textit{AT&T} and \textit{Charter Advanced} cases dealt with services that use IP technology.

i. \textbf{The \textit{AT&T} case.}

In 2004, the FCC determined that a service that used Internet protocol in the transport of a phone call did not undergo a net change in the form or content of information sent or received and was therefore a “telecommunications” service.\textsuperscript{40} The FCC reasoned that AT&T’s decision to route phone calls through its “Internet backbone” did not transform the nature of its service from a telecommunications service to an information service. \textit{Id.} at 7465 ¶ 12. Users of AT&T’s service “obtain[ed] only voice transmission with no net protocol conversion, rather than information services such as access to stored files.” \textit{Id.} Nor did AT&T offer the capability to generate, acquire, store, transform, process, retrieve, utilize, or make available information. \textit{Id.}

ii. \textbf{The \textit{Charter Advanced} case.}

In 2016, the Minnesota public utilities commission (PUC) ruled that Charter had violated state laws when it created a separate entity to segregate its VoIP service from its regulated telecommunications service.\textsuperscript{41} Charter filed an action in the United States District Court for the District of Minnesota, claiming that the 1996 Act barred the PUC from regulating Charter’s VoIP service. \textit{Id.} The district court granted Charter’s motion for summary judgment, finding that


\textsuperscript{40} \textit{In re Pet. Decl. Ruling AT&T’s Phone-to-Phone IP Telephony Servs. are Exempt from Access Charges}. The FCC limited its decision to interchange services that: (1) use[] ordinary customer premises equipment (CPE) with no enhanced functionality; (2) originate[] and terminate[] on the public switched telephone network (PSTN); and (3) undergo[] no net protocol conversion and provide[] no enhanced functionality to end users due to the provider’s use of IP technology.” \textit{Id.} at ¶ 1.

\textsuperscript{41} \textit{Charter Advanced Services (MN), LLC v. Lange}, 903 F.3d 715, 720 (8th Cir. 2018).
the PUC was barred from regulating Charter’s VoIP service because it is an “information service” rather than a “telecommunications service.” *Id.* Specifically, the court found that Charter’s VoIP service offered more than mere transmission of telecommunications services - that it offered enhanced functionality. The court noted that Charter’s VoIP service was capable of offering features such as online web portal that integrates voice calling features with email accounts, access to features associated with Charter’s Internet and cable video offerings, and caller ID information displayed on customers’ television screens. On appeal, the 8th Circuit agreed, finding that the Interconnected VoIP service offered by Charter was an “information service” and stating that “any state regulation of an information service conflicts with the federal policy of nonregulation.” *Id.* at 719 (internal quotation marks omitted).

E-Fiber, DPU, the OCS, and URTA argue that E-Fiber’s service is like AT&T’s service and that the FCC does not preempt it from regulation. Frontier argues that the undisputed facts show that “E Fiber will utilize IP to transport data packets for both its retail voice and its wholesale broadband service.” Frontier Reply, at 8-9. Frontier states, consequently, that E-Fiber’s service satisfies the definition of IP-enabled service and that the PSC cannot regulate it.

We conclude that E-Fiber’s voice service uses Internet protocol in the provision of its services. However, like AT&T, the record shows that E-Fiber only uses IP when it transports the voice services through its network. It also shows that its voice-only service does not include any other enhanced services as its RJ-11 port is incapable of receiving Internet protocol signals. This is a similar fact pattern to that in AT&T where the FCC, interpreting a similar statute, concluded that the service was telecommunications service, not IP-enabled service.
Having decided that it is reasonable to consider the legislative intent of the statute as well as the adoption of IP by telecommunications carriers that we currently regulate in our analysis, and in view of our findings that E-Fiber’s voice service is more like AT&T’s service than Charter’s, we cannot agree with Frontier’s position. We also find persuasive that the FCC did not preempt AT&T’s service as IP-enabled service and instead concluded that it was “telecommunications service.” We therefore conclude that E-Fiber’s voice service does not satisfy the state law definition of IP-enabled service and therefore is not barred from regulation by the PSC.

b. The rules of statutory construction require a narrow interpretation of IP-enabled services to be consistent with and give effect to other related statutes.

As we state above, the PSC must “read the plain language of the statute as a whole, and interpret its provisions in harmony with other statutes in the same chapter and related chapters[,] … avoid[ing] any interpretation which renders parts or words in a statute inoperative or superfluous …” A broad interpretation of the IP-enabled service definition, as Frontier suggests, would subsume many aspects of Utah Code Ann. § 54-8b-15 (the “UUSF statute”), an interpretation we conclude would produce an unreasonable result. The UUSF statute reflects the state’s clear policy of encouraging telecommunications carriers to deploy broadband which necessarily use Internet protocol, stating that the UUSF “shall provide a mechanism for a qualifying [COLR] to obtain specific, predictable, and sufficient funds to deploy and manage, for the purpose of providing service to end-users, networks capable of providing: (i) access lines; (ii)

43 State v. Rushton, 2017 UT 21, ¶ 11, 395 P.2d 92 (quoting, Monarrez v. Utah Dep’t of Transportation, 2016 UT 10, ¶ 11, 368 P.3d 846 (internal quotation marks omitted, ellipsis and brackets in original)).
connections; or (iii) wholesale broadband Internet access service.” A narrower interpretation of
the IP-enabled service definition would avert contradictions with the UUSF statute, and is
consistent with the FCC’s finding in the AT&T case that voice service that is provided over a
telecommunications carrier’s Internet backbone, is not preempted by federal law and can be
regulated as “telecommunications service.”

We conclude that the services that are not “telecommunications services” and rely on
Internet protocol, are the types of services that the legislature intended to preempt.44 We also
observe that the legislative intent of the VoIP service and IP-enabled service definition was to
codify the federal preemption that was then in existence. 45 It was not to remove existing
regulation of telecommunications service. We conclude this is an important consideration since
E-Fiber’s proposed service will be the same as the service its parent company, an incumbent
local exchange carrier, currently offers in other territories.

The types of services that fit this narrower definition of IP-enabled services include
communications between computers, including FaceTime, Google Meet, Zoom, and Skype,
among others.46 According to the FCC, these non-interconnected services, unlike
“interconnected VoIP services, which enable people to make and receive calls to and from the
[PSTN], include services that enable real-time voice communications either to or from the

44 The legislative intent of the VoIP service and IP-enabled service definitions was to codify what was then in
existence. It was not to remove existing regulation of telecommunications service. We also recognize parties’
argument that IP-enabled services also do not include VoIP services as defined in the VoIP services definition. We
conclude it is not necessary to perform that legal analysis for purposes of this docket.
45 Supra, n. 31.
46 These types of services are part of “advanced communications services,” which are preempted from regulation by
the FCC and include: (1) interconnected VoIP service; (2) non-interconnected VoIP service; (3) electronic
messaging service; and (4) interoperable video conferencing service. 47 U.S.C. § 153(1). See also, 47 U.S.C.
§ 153(25), 153(36); 47 CFR § 9.3.
(but not both) or which neither begin nor end on the PSTN.\textsuperscript{47} See 47 U.S.C. § 153(25), 153(36); 47 CFR § 9.3. This narrow interpretation of IP-enabled services would give effect to the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute, the IP-enabled service definition, as well as the UUSF statute. Based on this interpretation, we conclude that E-Fiber’s voice service, which enables two-way communication between the PSTN and the customer, is not IP-enabled service that is prohibited from regulation by Utah Code Ann. § 54-19-103.

c. The VoIP and IP-enabled services statute excludes “public telecommunications services” such as E-Fiber’s voice service, from regulatory prohibition.

In concluding that E-Fiber’s voice service is neither “VoIP service” nor “Interconnected VoIP service”, we conclude that E-Fiber’s voice service is “public telecommunications service”\textsuperscript{48} under Utah Code Ann. § 54-8b-2.1(18).\textsuperscript{49} The record supports our conclusion. The E-Fiber Application and Brock Johansen’s testimony indicate E-Fiber’s intent to offer regulated services. E-Fiber’s Application indicates: “… [Applicant] hereby applies to the Utah Public Service Commission for a [CPCN] authorizing Applicant to operate as a provider of facilities-based local exchange telecommunications service … in the State of Utah.”\textsuperscript{50} Similarly, Brock Johansen testified “[t]he Applicants are seeking authority to provide all forms of local exchange


\textsuperscript{48} We grant the CPCN in this case, not only based on our factual findings and conclusions of law, but also based on the fact that E-Fiber sought PSC regulation in the E-Fiber Application. The PSC did not unilaterally assert its jurisdiction.

\textsuperscript{49} Public telecommunications service is defined as, “the two-way transmission of signs, signals, writing, images, sounds, messages, data, or other information of any nature by wire, radio, lightwaves, or other electromagnetic means offered to the public generally.” \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{50} The E-Fiber Application, Introduction.
public telecommunications services as carriers of last resort on a facilities-based basis. Applicants will provide access to ordinary intraLATA and interLATA message toll calling, operator services, directory assistance, directory listings, and emergency services such as 911 and E911. ”

The VoIP and IP-enabled services statute includes a carve out ("PTS Exclusion") that states, “[t]he regulatory prohibition of [VoIP and IP-enabled services] does not … (c) affect or modify … (v) the application of Section 54-8b-2.1 …” ("Competitive entry statute"). Utah Code Ann. § 54-19-103(2)(c)(v). The Competitive entry statute provides the PSC the authority to issue a CPCN to telecommunications corporations authorizing them “to compete in providing local exchange services or other public telecommunications services …” Id. As a public telecommunications service, E-Fiber’s voice service qualifies for a CPCN under the PTS Exclusion of the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute. We conclude this is the case even if its voice service uses Internet protocol. This interpretation of the statute is consistent with and gives effect to the VoIP and IP-enabled services statute, the VoIP services definition, the IP-enabled services definition, as well as the UUSF statute. Based on this interpretation, we conclude that E-Fiber’s service is not IP-enabled service that is prohibited from regulation.

4. As a COLR, E-Fiber has an obligation to serve any customer that requests service within its certificated territory, and to provide service within a reasonable time after service is requested.

Under Utah Code Ann. § 54-8b-15(1)(b), “[c]arrier of last resort’ means: (i) an incumbent telephone corporation; or (ii) a telecommunications corporation that, under Section

51 Direct Testimony of B. Johansen, lines 439-443.
54-8b-2.1: (A) has a certificate of public convenience and necessity to provide local exchange service, and (B) has an obligation to provide public telecommunications service to any customer or class of customers that requests service within the local exchange.” *Id.* Frontier argues that E-Fiber cannot qualify as a COLR because it will not be able to serve all customers that request service before its network is deployed. We disagree. The statute does not include a deadline within which a COLR must provide the requested service. As DPU states, “[s]uch a determination [i.e., that service must be immediately available] would make competitive entry effectively impossible and thwart the purpose of allowing competitive entry.”52 In addition, “the imposition of the [COLR] obligation to serve immediately as [a] pre-condition to granting the [CPCN] would require that any competitive entrant build out the entire service territory [before] having … authorization to serve customers.”53 At the same time, we also do not interpret it to mean that E-Fiber can sit on a request forever. In the absence of any deadlines in the statute, we believe that E-Fiber must provide service within a reasonable time after service is requested. E-Fiber has an incentive to construct its network as efficiently and promptly as possible to fulfill its stated business objectives and build goodwill with its prospective customers. Until the time when a customer files a complaint, we assume that E-Fiber will be providing service within a reasonable time after service is requested.

In addition, as the OCS asserts, our long-established practice in administering the UUSF for rate-of-return COLR is to authorize disbursements on an ongoing basis, rather than wait to authorize a one-time disbursement upon the final completion of a comprehensive network to

---
52 DPU Memorandum Opposing Frontier’s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, at 10.
53 *Id.*, at 11.
serve every resident within the certificated service territory.\textsuperscript{54} As E-Fiber explains, “[a] company makes expenditures associated with providing public telecommunications services in 2019. Those expenditures are included in the 2019 Annual Report filed with the PSC on April 15, 2020. The DPU reviews the 2019 Annual Report and makes recommendations to the PSC for UUSF support for the company in September of 2020. If such recommendation is approved by the PSC, the company begins receiving that level of support in January of 2021. So, the UUSF support received in 2021 is based on the company’s 2019 financial information.”\textsuperscript{55} Next, we conclude it is reasonable and appropriate for any rate-of-return COLR to propose a line extension tariff to serve extremely remote customers, and we find nothing in Utah Code Ann. § 54-8b-15(1) that conflicts with this practice. We observe that Frontier’s own tariff includes line extension charges.\textsuperscript{56} In addition, under Utah Code Ann. § 54-8b-2.1(4), “[t]he competing telecommunications corporation’s obligation to serve shall be no greater than that of the incumbent telephone corporation.” Therefore, we conclude that E-Fiber qualifies as a rate-of-return COLR even if it is unable to offer service immediately upon obtaining a CPCN, and even if it proposes to offer line extension tariffs to serve remote customers, as this does not conflict with Utah Code Ann. § 54-8b-15(1)(b).

\textsuperscript{54} The Office of Consumer Services’ Memorandum In Opposition to Frontier Communication’s Rule 56(a) Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (the “OCS Memo in Opposition”), at 10.

\textsuperscript{55} Id. (quoting, Statement of Additional Material Fact (“SAMF”), at 1).

\textsuperscript{56} Id., at 11 (quoting, SAMF, at 2).
5. The existence of two rate-of-return COLRs with overlapping exchange areas means that at some point in the future, both would, potentially, be eligible for UUSF disbursements, assuming they meet the requirements under all applicable laws and rules. However, it is premature to determine how we would administer UUSF disbursements between two potentially eligible COLRs.

At this point it is not necessary to determine how UUSF disbursements would be implemented between two potentially eligible rate-of-return COLRs with overlapping exchange areas. As E-Fiber states, it will not be eligible to receive UUSF disbursements, at the earliest, until nearly two years after expenditures to build the network are made.\footnote{Direct Testimony of B. Johansen, at lines 172-173.} We find it reasonable to use that time to evaluate the disbursement issue further. We are not prepared to conclude at this time that only one COLR within a territory is allowed to seek UUSF disbursements. We conclude, though, that it would not be in the public interest for two COLRs to build duplicative networks, as we reasoned in \textit{In the Matter of the Petition of WWC Holding Co., Inc., for Designation as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier}.\footnote{Docket No. 98-2216-01, Report and Order, issued July 21, 2000, \textit{affirmed}, \textit{WWC Holding Co., Inc. v. Public Service Comm’n}, 2002 UT 23, 44 P.3d 714.} Accordingly, we intend to open a separate docket to seek comments by all telecommunications stakeholders to address whether and how we should modify our existing administrative rules to address UUSF administration with overlapping COLR exchange areas.

**ORDER**

For the foregoing reasons:

(1) We grant a CPCN to E Fiber Moab, LLC and to E Fiber San Juan, LLC as rate of return, carriers of last resort in the exchanges requested in the E-Fiber Application.

(2) We conclude that as rate-of-return carriers of last resort, neither E Fiber Moab, LLC nor E Fiber San Juan, LLC would be prohibited from seeking disbursements from the UUSF
in the future, solely because of an overlapping exchange area with Frontier. Both applicants are eligible to seek UUSF support pursuant to Utah Admin. Code R746-8-401, subject to any future rule amendments.

(3) We conclude that it would not be in the public interest for two COLRs to build duplicative networks.

(4) We intend to open a separate docket to seek comments by all telecommunications stakeholders to address whether and how we should modify our existing administrative rules to address UUSF administration with overlapping COLR exchange areas.

DATED at Salt Lake City, Utah, May 10, 2021.
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